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Abstract—Placement is an important step in modern very-large-scale
integrated (VLSI) designs. Detailed placement is a placement refining
procedure intensively called throughout the design flow, thus its efficiency
has a vital impact on design closure. However, since most detailed place-
ment techniques are inherently greedy and sequential, they are generally
difficult to parallelize. In this work, we present a concurrent detailed
placement framework, ABCDPlace, exploiting multithreading and GPU
acceleration. We propose batch-based concurrent algorithms for widely-
adopted sequential detailed placement techniques, such as independent
set matching, global swap, and local reordering. Experimental results
demonstrate that ABCDPlace can achieve 2 × −5× faster runtime than
sequential implementations with multi-threaded CPU and over 10× with
GPU on ISPD 2005 contest benchmarks without quality degradation. On
larger industrial benchmarks, we show more than 16× speedup with GPU
over the state-of-the-art sequential detailed placer. ABCDPlace finishes the
detailed placement of a 10-million-cell industrial design in one minute.

I. INTRODUCTION

Placement is a critical stage in the VLSI design flow. It determines
the physical locations of logic gates (cells) in the circuit layout and
its solution has a huge impact on the subsequent routing and post-
routing closure. Placement usually consists of three stages: global
placement, legalization, and detailed placement. Global placement
provides rough locations of standard cells. Legalization then removes
overlaps and design rule violations based on the global placement
solution. In the end, detailed placement incrementally improves the
solution quality. In the VLSI design iterations, detailed placement
may be invoked many times to recover the solution quality from
post-placement perturbations, such as buffer insertion, routability and
timing optimization. Therefore, the efficiency and quality of detailed
placement play an important role in speeding up the design iterations.

Detailed placement widely involves combinatorial optimization,
graph algorithms, and greedy heuristics. Various effective algorithms
have been proposed with the strategy of extracting a subset of cells
and exploring the corresponding solution space iteratively [1]–[11],
including independent set matching, global swap, local reordering,
and row-based refinement, etc. These algorithms are usually designed
for sequential execution on single-threaded machines. They are very
difficult to be parallelized.

With the increasing design scale and complexity, sequential algo-
rithms are encountering challenges in efficiency due to tight time-
to-market budgets. They are becoming bottlenecks that hinder the
turn-around time. As most of the recent research efforts for detailed
placement have been switched to incorporating new objectives and
constraints, such as routability, mixed-cell-height designs, manufac-
turing constraints [12]–[17], there is little progress on the core detailed
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placement problem for wirelength minimization. Figure 1 roughly
sketches the runtime scaling trends for recent placers. While the
comparison may not be fair due to different objectives and constraints
during optimization, it still shows the runtime of placement engines
has not been improved even with more and more powerful CPUs.
NTUplace3 [6] proposed in 2008 is still competitive in efficiency for
wirelength optimization, especially that it is widely used in the most
recent placement researches [18]–[21].

With modern computing platforms like multi-core processors and
graphic processing units (GPUs), massively parallel computing has the
potential to accelerate the placement optimization. So far, a majority
of the literature has been exploring global placement acceleration
or simulated annealing-based approaches [22]–[27]. The recent study
from DREAMPlace [28] demonstrated that after accelerating global
placement, detailed placement becomes the runtime bottleneck by tak-
ing more than 75% of the entire placement time for a benchmark with
2M cells. Thus, accelerated detailed placement engines are urgently
desired to further speedup the flow. However, the greedy and iterative
nature of existing detailed placement techniques raise the bar of
effective parallelization. There is limited prior work investigating the
potential of massive parallelization for detailed placement techniques.
Only recently, Dhar et al [29] have explored multithreading and
GPU acceleration for a row-based interleaving algorithm in FPGA
placement. This is far from enough, as effective detailed placement
engines usually consist of multiple techniques and typically involve
graph algorithms and greedy heuristics.

With increasingly powerful multi-core processors and GPUs, par-
allel computing has demonstrated its efficiency in solving large graph
problems [30]–[32]. As detailed placement heavily involves graph
traversal and analytics, there is a high potential to accelerate detailed
placement algorithms with massive parallelization as well. Therefore,
in this work, we present ABCDPlace, an open-source GPU-accelerated
detailed placement engine leveraging batch-based concurrency. We re-
design the widely-adopted detailed placement techniques and propose
parallel versions for multi-threaded CPUs and GPUs. The main
contributions of the paper are summarized as follows.
• We propose an open-source batch-based concurrent detailed

placement framework, ABCDPlace, with multithreading and
GPU acceleration.

• We propose parallel detailed placement algorithms for widely-
adopted sequential techniques, such as independent set matching,
global swap, and local reordering, leveraging batch execution.

• Experimental results demonstrate that, compared with a highly
efficient sequential detailed placer NTUplace3 [6], ABCDPlace
is able to achieve over 10× and 16× speedup with GPUs on
ISPD 2005 contest benchmarks and industrial benchmarks, re-
spectively, without quality degradation. The multi-threaded CPU
version also achieves around 2×−5× speedup. Experiments on
ISPD 2015 contest benchmarks also indicate that our placer does
not degrade the global routing congestion.

ABCDPlace has been integrated into DREAMPlace 2.0 as the default
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Fig. 1: Rough runtime scaling for the recent development of detailed
placement engines [6], [12], [13], [17], [33]. The runtime values are
collected from the papers with the CPU frequencies shown in the
legend, except for NTUplace3 [6] where we ran the experiments with
the binary release.

detailed placement engine released on Github 1. Each algorithm is
implemented as an operator that can be invoked with the Python API
in DREAMPlace. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion II introduces the background of detailed placement algorithms and
the problem formulation. Section III explains the parallel algorithms in
details. Section VI validates the algorithms with experimental results.
Section VII concludes the paper.

II. PRELIMINARIES

Detailed placement typically assumes a legal initial placement is
given and performs incremental refinement. The main objective is
usually half-perimeter wirelength (HPWL), which is computed as the
bounding box of each net as follows,

HPWL =
∑
e∈E

(
max
i,j∈e

|xi − xj |+max
i,j∈e

|yi − yj |
)
, (1)

where e represents a net (hyperedge) in a set of nets E and i, j
represent any of two cells connected in e. The output of detailed
placement is a legal placement solution with optimized wirelength. In
general, a detailed placer often runs several key strategies to explore
different solution spaces iteratively. For example, FastPlace serializes
iterations of global swap and local reordering until no significant
wirelength improvements occur [2], [11], [34]. NTUplace serializes
iterations of local reordering (branch-and-bound cell swap [6]) and
independent set matching [6], [35]. Each of these strategies extract a
small set of cells and perturb them to find a better solution. In this
work, we focus on the parallelization of the following three strategies:
(1) independent set matching; (2) global swap; (3) local reordering.

A. Independent Set Matching

The previous two strategies only consider perturbations among
very few cells, e.g., 2-4. Independent set matching explores another
solution space that involves more cells [6]. Figure 2 shows an
example, where cells not connected to each other within a window
are extracted. As these cells form an independent set, movement
of one cell will not affect the wirelength of other cells in the set.
We can independently pre-compute the incident wirelength change
caused by assigning one cell to the location of another cell in the
set and find the optimal assignment by solving a maximum weighted

1https://github.com/limbo018/DREAMPlace
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Fig. 2: Independent set matching. (a) A set of independent cells
within a window. (b) Construction of a bipartite graph to find the
best assignment.
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Fig. 3: Example of local reordering with sliding window. (a) Sliding
window at one step; (b) next step.

bipartite matching problem. Sometimes one cell cannot be assigned
to the location of another cell due to lack of space. In this case, no
edge will be added between that cell and location in the bipartite
graph. The independent set is created by searching for unconnected
cells greedily in a window. Due to the connectivity between cells,
sequential implementation is again a natural choice.

B. Global Swap

A general description of global swap is to repeat the following
process: pick a cell i; find another cell or space j in a search region
that maximally improves the wirelength after swap; then swap the
two cells. There are various heuristics to determine the search region
for a cell. It can be the bin in which the cell is located or the optimal
region of the cell [2]. Considering that a subsequent cell movement is
dependent to the previous cell movements due to the connectivity and
potential overlap issue, this process is usually performed sequentially.

C. Local Reordering

Local reordering shuffles a sequence of consecutive cells for the
best permutation [2], [6], as shown in Figure 3. It is a window-based
strategy that works on k cells at each step and repeats by sliding
the window from left to right. As the number of permutation for a
sequence of k is k!, it is only affordable to use a small value of k, e.g.,
3 or 4. When k goes down to 2, this local reordering step becomes a
special case of global swap. As the sliding windows have to overlap
for large enough solution space and cells are connected, most of the
existing implementations are sequential.

D. Problem Formulation

In this work, we aim at accelerating the detailed placement tech-
niques: global swap, local reordering, and independent set matching,
with massive parallelization on multi-threaded CPUs and GPUs. Our
framework, ABCDPlace, takes a netlist with a legal placement solution
as input, performs incremental wirelength optimization, and outputs
an optimized legal solution. The placer runs on both CPUs and GPUs,
and leverages parallel computing techniques to speed up the sequential
algorithms. Our main technique to improve the parallelizability is to
explore batch execution from the original sequential procedures. The
details will be covered in Section III.
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Fig. 4: (a) Comparison between CPU and GPU architectures. (b)
Computation units and memory hierarchy on GPU.

E. GPU Architecture and Programming

GPU programming is quite different from CPU due to the discrep-
ancy in architectures and programming models. Figure 4 compares the
architectures for CPU and GPU. A CPU is roughly composed of a
control unit, computation units (ALU), cache, and memory (DRAM).
A GPU also has such components, but with very different scale and
performance. It consists of a grid of computation units with simple
control units and small cache, which indicates that a GPU prefers
parallel execution of small tasks with simple control flows. Each
computation unit on a GPU may not be as powerful as that on CPU,
but due to massive parallelization, it can potentially be faster.

Unlike relatively mature programming models on CPU, GPU
programming still requires careful design of both algorithms and
implementations. The performance is likely to be much slower than
CPU even for a fully parallelizable task due to poor implementations.
The reason mainly comes from the flexible configurations to the
computation units at runtime. The computation units on a GPU can
be viewed as a grid of blocks. Each block consists of many threads
(at most 1024 for most GPUs). A block can be assigned with a piece
of shared memory that can be accessed by its threads more efficiently
than the global memory. However, there is an upper limit to the total
amount of the shared memory for all blocks, e.g,. 48∼96KB according
to GPU devices. Moreover, thread synchronization within a block
is much cheaper than the device-level synchronization. To perform
computation on a GPU, a program on the host CPU needs to launch
a kernel function call with the configurations of blocks, threads, and
shared memory. Such a function call has an overhead around several
micro seconds. In other words, frequent kernel calls are not preferred
in GPU programming.

With all these differences in the hardware architectures and pro-
gramming models, straightforward parallelization schemes on CPUs
often do not work on GPUs. In other words, GPUs require specially
designed algorithms and threading schemes to demonstrate the power
of massive parallelization.

III. THE ABCDPLACE ALGORITHMS

This section explains the details on concurrent versions of indepen-
dent set matching, global swap, and local reordering.

Algorithm 1 Sequential Independent Set Matching

Require: A circuit netlist G = (V,E), locations of cells, and maximum
size of an independent set L;

Ensure: Minimize wirelength by independent set matching;
1: for each cell v ∈ V do
2: Search independent cells with the same sizes as v in the neigh-

borhood and form an independent set I, s.t., |I| ≤ L;
3: Compute costs of permuting cell locations in I;
4: Solve the LAP with the weights;
5: Apply the assignment solution;

A. Concurrent Independent Set Matching

Algorithm 1 sketches a rough procedure for independent set
matching according to [6]. The word independent describes cells not
connected to each other. Thus, the movement cost for a cell in an
independent set can be computed without considering the locations
of other cells in the set. With an independent set, we can construct
a bipartite graph and solve the linear assignment problem (LAP) for
the best locations of cells in the set. The algorithm follows four steps
iteratively: 1) extract an independent set; 2) compute permutation
costs, which means the cost of moving one cell to the location of
another one in the independent set I; 3) solve the LAP; 4) move
the cells according to the solution of LAP. The algorithm is very
difficult to parallelize following the same procedure, because the
maximum size of independent set L is usually limited to around 100.
Even though the cost computation step for an L × L matrix can be
parallelized, the bulk runtime actually comes from independent set
extraction and LAP solving, which are typically sequential.

To improve the parallelization, we design a concurrent independent
set matching algorithm. Although the algorithm still runs in iterations,
it converges much faster than iterating through all cells like Algo-
rithm 1. The major advantage lies in the fully parallelizable internal
steps. Figure 5 provides an intuitive explanation of the steps. We first
extract a maximal independent set 2 with given seeds, which are likely
to contain tens of thousands of cells. The set is then partitioned into
many small subsets such that physically close cells with the same
sizes are in the same subsets. Next, we can solve the LAP instances
for all the subsets in the batch independently after computing the costs
of cell permutation. In the end, the solutions are applied in parallel
as well. The rest of the section will cover the non-trivial parallel
implementation of these steps, including parallel maximal independent
set extraction, parallel partitioning, and batch LAP solving.

1) Parallel Maximal Independent Set Extraction: A sequential
maximal independent set algorithm follows the procedure:
• For each node in the graph:
• If not in the set yet:
• Add to the set and remove all its neighbors in the graph.

This algorithm has a time complexity of O(|V |) if |E| is of the same
magnitude as |V |, as it needs to traverse the entire graph once. The
algorithm becomes slow with large graph sizes. There exist parallel
maximal independent set algorithms that can achieve O(log2 |V |)
time complexity, e.g., Blelloch’s Algorithm [37].

Algorithm 2 describes a parallel maximal independent set algo-
rithm based on the Blelloch’s algorithm [37] that is suitable for our
application. The algorithm is general enough to handle hypergraphs as
well. Lines 4 to line 7 ensure that only the vertex v with lowest order
R(v) among its neighbors joins I . As the vertex with the globally
smallest R value will always join I , the algorithm guarantees to

2A maximal independent set is different from a maximum independent set.
The former can be found greedily, while the latter is NP-complete [36].
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Fig. 5: Steps for batch-based concurrent independent set matching. (a)
Maximal independent set extraction. (b) Independent set partitioning.
(c) Linear assignment solving for a batch of bipartite graphs.

Algorithm 2 Parallel Maximal Independent Set Algorithm

Require: A graph G = (V,E), a random order R, s.t., |R| = |V |;
Ensure: A maximal independent set I contains vargminR ∈ V ;

1: I ← ∅;
2: while V is not empty do
3: for each v ∈ V do . Parallel kernel
4: if R(v) < R(w), ∀(v, w) ∈ E then
5: I ← I

⋃
{v}; . Add to I

6: G← G \ v; . Remove v from G

7: G← G \ w,∀(v, w) ∈ E; . Remove v’s neighbors

make progress in each round (line 3 to line 7). It will take at most
O(log2 |V |) rounds. Meanwhile, the task within each round is fully
parallelizable, as each vertex can be processed independently within
the for loop. In practice, early exit is possible if enough vertices are
collected for solving LAP. The random order sequence R can also be
generated efficiently with a parallel random shuffling of the sequence
0, 1, . . . , |V |.

2) Parallel Partitioning with Balanced K-Means Clustering: The
maximal independent set is too large for LAP algorithms. Observing
that most of the cell movement happens locally, it is good to
partition the independent set into a batch of small subsets such
that cells in the same subset are physically close to each other. A
sequential implementation might be distributing the cells into bins
and performing spiral walk to greedily add nearby cells to subsets.
This is not runtime-efficient for GPU because of its sequential nature
and irregular memory access patterns in spiral search, while on CPU,
the runtime is acceptable and not the bottleneck. Therefore, we adopt
K-Means clustering for GPU in this step, leveraging parallel reduction
to find the closest centroids for clusters. The conventional objective
for K-Means clustering is to find K centers,

min

K∑
i=1

∑
x∈Si

‖x− µi‖2 , (2)

where µ denotes the centers. However, such an objective may result
in imbalanced clusters. This is not preferred for parallel solving of
LAP instances, especially for GPU acceleration. To achieve balanced
clustering results, we consider a weighted objective,

min
K∑
i=1

∑
x∈Si

wi ‖(x− µi)‖2 , (3)
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Fig. 6: Runtime comparison of batch solving for LAPs on CPU.
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where the weight wi for each cluster is adjusted in each iteration
to penalize large clusters. Given a target cluster size st, weights are
initialized to 1 and empirically updated at the kth iteration as follows,

wk+1
i ← wk

i × (1 + 0.5 · log(max{1, |Si|/st})). (4)

Intuitively, the weight of a cluster increases if its size goes beyond
st. This is an empirically determined function. Other functions with
similar trends may also work. In the experiment, the number of clus-
ters K is computed as the ratio of the number of nodes in a maximal
independent set over the expected cluster size st, where st = 128. We
observe that 2 iterations of K-Means have already achieved reasonable
partitioning results with rather balanced distribution of subsets.

3) Batch Solving for Linear Assignment Problems: LAP can be
solved with many algorithms, such as Hungarian algorithm, network
flow algorithms, auction algorithm, etc. The mathematical formulation
can be written as,

max
∑
i,j

aijxij ,

s.t.
N∑
i=1

xij = 1, j = 1, 2, . . . , N,

N∑
j=1

xij = 1, i = 1, 2, . . . , N,

xij ≥ 0, i, j = 1, 2, . . . , N,

(5)

where xij = 1 indicates assigning i to j, and aij is the weight of such
an assignment. The Hungarian and network flow algorithms are widely
adopted as sequential solvers [6], [33], while auction algorithms [38]
are generally the choice for distributed computing platforms due to
its easy-to-parallelize nature [32], [39].

Figure 6 shows a comparison on solving a batch of LAP instances
with different algorithms on a multi-threaded CPU. Hungarian adopts
the implementation from [40] and network simplex (a highly efficient
network flow algorithm in practice [33]) uses the solver from Lemon
[41]. The auction algorithm adopts our own implementation described
in Algorithm 3. Each LAP instance is solved with a single thread.
We can see that network simplex is much faster than the Hungarian
algorithm, and our auction algorithm can achieve further 2× speedup
over network simplex. While the solvers are mostly treated as black
boxes in placement algorithms, it is sometimes necessary to study the
details for acceleration targeting specific hardware platforms.

Auction algorithms consider the problem in which N persons (cells
in this work) bid for N items (locations in this work) with a weight of
aij (negative wirelength cost of assigning a cell to a location as the al-
gorithm maximizes the objective). A typical auction algorithm repeats
a bidding phase and an assignment phase that are fully parallelizable,
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as shown in Algorithm 3. In the bidding phase from line 5 to 9, each
person finds the item j∗ with the largest aij − pricej value recorded
in the temporary variable vij∗ and the second largest aij − pricej
value recorded in the temporary variable wij∗ , respectively. Then the
price increment for bidding is computed as bidij∗ and item j∗ is
marked in sbidj∗ . In the assignment phase from line 10 to 16, each bid
item looks for bidder i∗ with the highest bidding price increment bi∗ ,
assigns itself to person i∗, and raises its price by bi∗ . Looping between
these two phases will lead to an optimal assignment solution with the
maximum objective. The auction epsilon ε, which indicates the price
augmentation step, controls the numerical precision of convergence
to the optimal solution. Parallelization of Algorithm 3 can be realized
by parallelizing the bidding and assignment phases. For example, one
thread can be allocated to work on each person independently in the
bidding phase (line 5 to line 9); we can also have one thread work
on each item independently in the assignment phase as well.

Efforts have been spent on accelerating LAP algorithms with
large N (> 1000). However, in this problem, cells only need local
movements, so each LAP instance is small with N around 100. There
are many such small instances [6]. Our simple experiment on an LAP
with N = 128 shows that the GPU implementation requires around
5ms, while a single-threaded CPU implementation takes around 17ms,
2ms, 1ms using Hungarian algorithm [40], network simplex [41], and
auction algorithm (equivalent to the results of batch size 1 in Figure 6),
respectively, making GPU unable to compete with CPUs.

Therefore, a batch-based auction algorithm is required to solve
multiple LAP instances with the same problem size simultaneously
with massive parallelization on GPUs. A naive way for batch exe-
cution is to adopt CUDA’s multi-stream scheme by assigning each
LAP to one CUDA stream. Unfortunately, multi-stream is usually
inefficient for thousand of streams due to crowded kernel launches
and we even observe longer runtime with that. Hence, we propose a
GPU implementation specifically optimized for batch solving of small
LAP instances, as shown in Figure 7 and Algorithm 4. To mitigate
the expensive communication and synchronization overhead between
CPUs and GPUs, the batch-based auction algorithm integrates the
entire while loop into a CUDA kernel and assigns each LAP instance
to one thread block. By doing so, expensive device-wide synchro-
nization is minimized and the number of kernel launches is reduced
from O(BK), empirically around 1 million, down to one, where B is
the batch size and K is the largest number of iterations for one LAP
instance in the batch, usually larger than 1000. This implementation is
specifically designed for small LAP instances because the maximum
number of threads in one block is typically limited to 1024, which is
a constraint from GPUs. Although device-wise synchronization is no
longer required, block-wise synchronization is still needed, as shown
in line 8 and line 10 of Algorithm 4, which can be invoked within
a kernel. Threads within a thread block need to wait for all their
tasks finished before moving forward. Furthermore, we introduce an
annealing scheme for ε to speed up the convergence by solving the
LAP instance from a large εmax to small εmin and use the prices
of previous solving as the starting point for the next, as described
in line 5 and line 13 of Algorithm 4. In the experiment, we set
εmax = 10, εmin = 1, γ = 0.1. We can improve the runtime on
GPU by more than 100× over the multi-stream implementation for
typical batch size of 1024 and N = 128.

B. Concurrent Global Swap

Global swap is another widely-adopted placement technique [2],
[4]. Without loss of generality, a typical procedure of global swap is
shown in Algorithm 5. It consists of five major steps and iteratively

Algorithm 3 Auction Algorithm for One LAP Instance

Require: An N ×N weight matrix A for LAP and auction ε;
Ensure: Find the assignment solution with maximum objective;

1: Define price as a length-N array, initialized to 0;
2: Define bid as an N ×N matrix, sbid as a length-N array;
3: while not all items assigned do
4: bidij ← 0, ∀i, j; sbidj ← 0, ∀j;
5: for each person i do . Parallel bidding kernel
6: vij∗ ← maxj(aij − pricej); . Largest
7: wij∗ ← maxj 6=j∗ (aij − pricej); . Second largest
8: bidij∗ ← vij∗ − wij∗ + ε;
9: sbidj∗

atomic←−−−−− 1;
10: for each item j do . Parallel assignment kernel
11: if sbidj then
12: bi∗ ← maxi bidij ;
13: if item j has been assigned then
14: Unassign j;
15: pricej ← pricej + bi∗ ;
16: Assign item j to person i∗;
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Fig. 7: Parallelization scheme for batch-based auction algorithm. One
thread block is used to solve one LAP with the while loop within the
kernel.

runs for each cell. There are various heuristics to compute the search
region, such as directly using the bin in which a cell is located or its
optimal region [2]. Moreover, during the sequential search for best
swap candidates, we can start from potentially good regions to bad
regions, such that early exit is possible if a candidate has been found.

Figure 8a shows the runtime breakdown of a sequential imple-
mentation of Algorithm 5 running on CPUs. The runtime portion
for ApplyCand is not shown as it is too small. The plot indicates
that CalcSwapCosts takes the majority of the runtime. Naive
parallelization of CalcSwapCosts does not lead to much speedup
as for each cell, we do not look for a large enough number of candidate

Algorithm 4 Batch-based Auction Algorithm for LAP instances

Require: A B ×N ×N weight tensor, εmax, εmin, γ;
Ensure: Find B ×N assignment matrix with maximum objectives;

1: Define price as a B ×N matrix, initialized to 0;
2: Define bid as a B ×N ×N tensor, sbid as a B ×N matrix;
3: ε← εmax; . Parallel kernel begins
4: bid← blockIdx, tid← threadIdx;
5: while ε ≥ εmin do
6: while not all items assigned for LAP instance bid do
7: Initialize bid and sbid;
8: Synchronize threads;
9: Bidding phase for person tid with ε;

10: Synchronize threads;
11: Assignment phase for item tid;
12: Synchronize threads;
13: ε← γε; . Parallel kernel ends
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Fig. 8: (a) Runtime breakdown of sequential global swap implemen-
tation on CPU for bigblue4 with 2M cells. (b) CalcSwapCosts
speedup with naive multithreading. “T” stands for threads on CPU.

Algorithm 5 Sequential Global Swap Algorithm

Require: A circuit netlist G = (V,E) and locations of cells;
Ensure: Minimize wirelength by swapping cells;

1: for each cell v ∈ V do
2: Compute search region R for v; . CalcSearchBox
3: Collect swap candidates C in region R; . CollectCands
4: Compute swap costs for candidates; . CalcSwapCosts
5: Find candidate c∗ with minimum cost; . FindBestCand
6: Apply the swap with the candidate c∗; . ApplyCand

cells for swapping and the threading overhead is not affordable. As
shown in Figure 8b, our experiments on bigblue4 actually show the
speedup to CalcSwapCosts quickly saturates to 1.4× even with
10 threads enabled, when we use OpenMP to parallelize the for loop
for swap cost computation. Especially when considering that GPUs
have low single-threaded performance, but with thousands of threads
available, creating enough parallel tasks for CalcSwapCosts to
hide latency is essential to good speedups with GPU acceleration.

To apply task decomposition, we develop a batch-based concurrent
global swap to improve the performance of parallelization. Figure 9
explains the intuition. Instead of processing one cell each time as in
Algorithm 5, processing a batch of cells explores more parallelism
for CalcSwapCosts and thus is potentially beneficial. The overall
algorithm of the concurrent global swap is presented in Algorithm 6.
We precompute the search regions for all cells in parallel in line 1
and line 2. From lines 3-7, we fetch one batch of cells every time
and perform concurrent global swapping. Suppose that there are B
cells in a batch and on average we check 100 swap candidates for
each cell, there will be 100 × B concurrent tasks, which is enough
for relatively high occupancy of GPU resources. This batch-based
concurrency applies to both CollectCands and CalcSwapCost.
We will discuss the aforementioned functions one-by-one in the rest
of the section.

Figure 10 shows the parallel implementation of CollectCands
conceptually. We allocate a fixed number of thread blocks for each
cell in the batch. Each thread will collect one candidate cell for the
candidate array. The candidate array is pre-allocated with a fixed

Algorithm 6 Concurrent Global Swap Algorithm

Require: A circuit netlist G = (V,E), locations of cells, batch size B;
Ensure: Minimize wirelength by swapping cells;

1: for each cell v ∈ V do . Parallel
2: R(v)← CalcSearchBox(v);
3: for each batch of cells Bv ∈ V do
4: BC ← CollectCands(Bv , R); . Parallel
5: CalcSwapCosts(BC ); . Parallel
6: Bc∗ ← FindBestCand(BC ); . Parallel Reduction
7: ApplyCand(Bc∗ ); . Sequential
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Fig. 9: Batch-based concurrent global swap. Cells in the batch and
regions to search for candidates are highlighted.
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Fig. 10: Parallelization scheme for CollectCands.

maximum number of candidates. The runtime of this step can be
significantly improved since the memory access pattern is rather
regular. Besides, the cost computation for all candidates can be done
in parallel as well. Due to the large number of candidates, i.e., batch
size × maximum number of candidates per cell, the workload can be
distributed to many threads for speedup. The details on batch sizes
and maximum number of candidates per cell are discussed in the
following paragraph.

After parallelizing the candidate collection and cost computation,
the swap costs are stored in a B×K matrix-like structure with B as
batch size and K as maximum number of candidates for each cell.
Best candidates with minimum costs can be selected by using parallel
reduction operations [42]. Given P threads, the time complexity is
O(BK

P
+ logK) [43], where B is around 32 to 256, K is around

512 to 1024 in the experiments, and P is in thousands for GPUs.

The last step is to apply swapping to the best candidates, shown
as function ApplyCand. As the cells and candidates in the previous
steps may have dependency to each other, this is the step we resolve
such dependency issues. For a given batch, there are at most B
candidates that need to be applied. There might be conflicts between
candidates. For example, two cells in the batch may tend to swap
with the same cell, which will result in incorrect costs if both swaps
applied. To resolve such a data race, sequential execution is adopted.
We give up candidates whose cells to swap with have been moved or
other cells connected to these two cells have been moved in this batch.
Note that this step is not the runtime bottleneck even with sequential
execution.

In the experiment, the search region for one cell is set to one bin,
whose width and height are around 3-row height. We can control the
batch size for the efficiency and resource usage. With larger batch
sizes, the efficiency may improve, but require more GPU memories,
as all the storage needs to be pre-allocated. We observe the speedup
starts to saturate when the batch size is around 256, so we adopt this
value.
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Fig. 11: Explore parallelization in local reordering. (a) Parallel sliding
windows within a row. (b) Groups of independent rows ({row 1,
row4}, {row 2}, {row 3}).

C. Concurrent Local Reordering

Different from global swap in which a cell may search for candi-
dates quite far away from its own location, local reordering works on
a very small sliding window with k cells in a row. The parameter k is
small due to the k! number of possible permutations for enumeration.

1) Parallel Enumeration: One straightforward multithreading
scheme is parallel enumeration of the k! permutations. There are
two issues for this scheme: i) for multi-threaded CPU, the task of
enumerating one permutation is too small to compensate the threading
overhead; ii) for GPU acceleration, the number of permutations like
3! = 6 and 4! = 24 are not enough to fill thousands of GPU threads.
Therefore, parallel enumeration itself is not enough to boost the
efficiency. We need to find more parallel tasks by exploring multiple
dimensions of parallelism.

2) Parallel Sliding Windows: The original sequential algorithm
slides a window from left to right and solves one window at a time.
We consider the potential of solving multiple windows at the same
time, as shown in Figure 11a, where window 1, 2, 3 can be solved in
parallel. However, one may argue the connectivity of cells between
windows is likely to cause suboptimality, e.g., cell 6 connects to cell
2 and their locations are undecided during the solving. Actually, this
will not affect the optimality for each permutation problem within
a window, because the relative ordering of cells between different
windows is fixed. More specifically, cell 6 knows cell 2 is always at
its left side, and so as cell 2. To this end, when computing the HPWL
of the net incident to both cell 2 and 6, cell 6 can assume cell 2 is
located at the left boundary of cell 6’s window. Similarly, cell 2 can
assume cell 6 is located at the right boundary of cell 2’s window. This
trick is widely-used in ordered row placement [2] and the optimality
within each window still holds.

Solving parallel sliding windows once cannot cover enough solution
space as explored by sequential sliding. The parallel solving needs to
be conducted multiple times, as shown in Figure 11a. After step 1,
step 2 shifts all the parallel windows with an offset and performs
another round of solving. We can control the step size for the offset
for a reasonable number of rounds. In the experiment, we set the step
size as k
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Fig. 12: (a) Group sizes of independent rows; (b) group sizes of
independent windows on bigblue4.

3) Independent Rows: We further investigate possible parallel tasks
by extracting independent rows, as shown in Figure 11b. Independent
rows refer to a group of rows that do not have any two cells share a
common net. In the figure, we can find three such groups of {row 1,
row4}, {row 2}, {row 3}. This approach is valid under the assumption
that most connections are local in the detailed placement problem.

With the aforementioned three dimensions of parallelism, a signif-
icant number of parallel tasks can be performed. Figure 12 shows
the distribution of group sizes at row group level and window group
level on bigblue4. Row group refers to the grouping of independent
rows. Window group refers to the incorporation of independent rows
and parallel sliding windows. All the instances within a group can
be solved in parallel. Hence, we can see the effectiveness in finding
independent tasks.

IV. SUMMARY OF PARALLEL CPU AND GPU IMPLEMENTATIONS

To achieve high efficiency on both multi-threaded CPU and GPU,
we optimize the implementations separately with slightly different
threading strategies for the three algorithms. We summarize the major
differences in Table I and in this section.

1) Concurrent Independent Set Matching: Both multi-threaded
CPU and GPU versions implement the same parallel maximal inde-
pendent set algorithm, but the single-threaded CPU adopts the greedy
sequential algorithm mentioned at the beginning of Section III-A1,
because the sequential algorithm can finish the extraction in one
iteration, while the parallel algorithm requires multiple iterations.

Another main difference lies in the partitioning step, where the
CPU version adopts sequential spiral search and the GPU version
adopts the K-Means clustering, as spiral search is too expensive on
GPUs and K-Means clustering is too expensive on CPUs. In the LAP
solving step, each CPU thread solves one LAP instance, while the
GPU version adopts the batch implementation discussed in Section
III-A3. When applying the solutions, we use each CPU thread for
one independent set, while each GPU thread only works on one cell
in an independent set.

2) Concurrent Global Swap: For the CPU version, we allocate
each thread for one cell during the batch execution of candidate
collection, cost computation, and best candidate finding. As the typical
batch size is 256 or larger, there are enough tasks for each CPU
thread. For the GPU version, we allocate threads in a finer granularity.
In candidate collection, each thread collects one candidate for a
cell, as mentioned in Figure 10; in cost computation, each thread
computes costs for one candidate; in finding the best candidates,
parallel reduction is used.

3) Concurrent Local Reordering: For the CPU version, the par-
allelization is implemented at the level of independent rows. That
is, within a group of independent rows, each thread will solve the
enumeration problems sequentially by sliding windows in one row.
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For the GPU version, we allocate each thread for each independent
window with one permutation. Then parallel reduction is performed
to find the best permutation for each window.

V. POSSIBLE EXTENSIONS

ABCDPlace aims at accelerating the fundamental wirelength op-
timization techniques in detailed placement. In modern design flow,
detailed placement sometimes also needs to consider other objectives
such as routability and timing. The parallelization strategies developed
in this work can be extended to handle these objectives.

For routability optimization, a typical way for extension is to add
overflow penalty to the objective along with the wirelength cost.
One example is the NTUplace4 series [5], [44]. As the routing or
density overflow map can be precomputed, the overflow penalty for
the movement of an individual cell can be calculated incrementally.
Then, a weighted sum of overflow penalty and wirelength cost can
guide the detailed placement engine to optimize routing congestion.
For timing optimization, typical techniques include net weighting and
incorporation of extra timing cost into the objective [45], [46]. An
external timing analysis engine can help achieve this goal.

Therefore, extensions of these detailed placement techniques for
routability and timing optimization in general involve in integrating
other penalty terms into the wirelength cost, while the skeletons of
the algorithms remain similar. This work can provide practical insights
in developing algorithms for routability and timing optimization. We
leave the incorporation of these objectives in the future.

Meanwhile, multiple-row height cells become common in mod-
ern designs. Our current implementations only work on single-row
height cells and fix the multiple-row height ones. For independent
set matching and global swap, we extend to handle multiple-row
height cells if we work on cells with the same sizes. We plan to
incorporate this feature in the future. For local reordering, it may not
be straightforward, as we have to work on both multiple-row height
cells and single-row height cells together, making the enumeration of
all permutations complicated.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

ABCDPlace was implemented with C++/CUDA for GPU and
C++/OpenMP for multi-threaded CPU, respectively. The framework
was validated under ISPD 2005 and 2015 contest benchmarks [47],
[48] and a set of benchmarks from industry. We adopt sequential
detailed placement engines in NTUplace3 [6] and NTUplace4dr [44]
for comparison. The runtime environments for the three sets of
benchmarks are slightly different, which are shown at the bottom of
Table II, Table III, and Table IV, respectively. While the proposed
parallel placement algorithms can be arbitrarily combined according
to the real applications, we fixed the detailed placement flow in the
experiment as the following sequence: local reordering, independent
set matching, global swap, and local reordering to search for different
solution spaces. All the runtime values reported in this section are
wall-time for detailed placement excluding the file IO time, as in
practice, all the data is already in the memory if running in the entire
backend flow.

A. HPWL and Runtime Evaluation

We compare our parallel algorithms on both CPU and GPU with
NTUplace3 [6] in terms of HPWL and runtime. The legalized global
placement solutions are generated by an open-source placer DREAM-
Place [28]. As Figure 1 indicates, NTUplace3 is very competitive
in its efficiency. In Table II and Table III, we show the HPWL

and runtime for single-threaded, 10-thread, 20-thread, and GPU for
ISPD 2005 contest benchmarks and industrial benchmarks. The file
IO time is shown in separate columns for reference. As the file
IO of ABCDPlace has a sequential implementation, we only show
the time for single thread to save space. Multithreading has similar
values. The GPU version has longer file IO time than the CPU
versions, as we need to first read data from disk to CPU memory
and then copy to GPU global memory. If we run a full placement
flow, including global placement, legalization, and detailed placement,
we can initialize all data in the GPU global memory. Thus, this
is not a mandatory overhead. As mentioned in Section IV, we
choose different algorithms for the maximal independent set and
the partitioning steps in independent set matching to maximize the
efficiency, so the wirelength results are slightly different, but they are
almost the same on average.

On ISPD 2005 benchmarks, with a single thread, ABCDPlace
demonstrates competitive runtime compared with NTUplace3, while
ABCDPlace can achieve more than 2× speedup with 20 threads, and
more than 10× speedup with GPU. On large industrial benchmarks,
the speedup from multithreading is more than 4× and that from
GPU is more than 16× on average. The difference in the speedup
mainly comes from discrepant experimental environment for the two
benchmarks and design sizes. Figure 13 plots the speedup over our
single thread implementation versus the design sizes from 200K to
10M. Generally speaking, the speedup increases with the design sizes
and saturates at 1M to 2M, especially on GPU. For million-size
designs, the speedup values stay above 15× for GPU, while the CPU
speedup varies between 2×−5×.

Another observation from the tables is that the speedup values are
close between 10 and 20 threads, i.e., much less than the number of
threads, indicating that the benefits from CPU parallelization saturate.
With current implementations in the experiments, GPU acceleration
provides more speedup than CPU multithreading, while the CPU
parallelization may be further improved in the future.

B. Routability Evaluation

Although ABCDPlace does not explicitly consider routability so far,
we perform experiments on ISPD 2015 contest benchmarks [48] to see
whether it leads to significant overhead in congestion. The original
objective of the contest is detailed-routability-driven placement and
NTUplace4dr was the winner [44]. We obtained the binary from
the NTUplace4dr team and conducted experiments with the legalized
global placement solutions dumped by NTUplace4dr as the input. The
results are shown in Table IV. As the original industrial evaluation
platform for detailed routability is no longer available, we report the
“top5 overflow”, i.e., the average of the global routing overflow in the
top 5% congested routing grids, evaluated from the NCTUgr global
router [49] integrated in NTUplace4dr. It can be seen that besides
improving the HPWL, ABCDPlace even slightly reduces the global
routing overflow by 2.9%, which is even better than NTUplace4dr.
This indicates that our algorithms do not harm the routability too
much in these benchmarks. However, it also needs to be noted that
although our global routing overflow is less than NTUplace4dr, it does
not mean we can achieve better detailed routability. As NTUplace4dr
spends a lot of efforts to optimize the detailed routing congestion
issues, e.g., DRC errors, we expect ABCDPlace to have more DRC
errors if detailed routing is performed.

For runtime comparison, we report the detailed placement runtime
along with the file IO time for reference. As NTUplace4dr can run the
entire placement flow and report the runtime in each stage, the file
IO time is not retrieved and only the core detailed placement time
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TABLE I: Summary of Major Differences in CPU and GPU Implementations

Algorithm Multi-threaded CPU GPU

Concurrent Independent Set Matching Partitioning Sequential spiral search Parallel K-Means clustering
Batch LAP One thread for each LAP instance One thread block for each LAP instance

Concurrent Global Swap
CollectCands

One thread for candidate collection
of one cell

One thread block for candidate collection of one
cell at one bin

CalcSwapCosts One thread for swap candidates of
one cell

One thread for each swap candidate

FindBestCand
2D parallel reduction for a matrix of candidates
(batch size × max candidates per cell)

Concurrent Local Reordering Parallelization
granularity

One thread for each row in each
independent row group

One thread for one permutation of one sliding
window in a row in each independent row group

is reported. Meanwhile, due to the detailed-routability optimization
in NTUplace4dr, it is slower than ABCDPlace even with a single
thread. It is not very meaningful to compare placers with different
objectives. We focus on the speedup over single-threaded CPU from
multithreading and GPU. The average speedup is around 5× with
20 threads and 6.8× with GPU for all designs. However, for large
designs, e.g., the superblue series, the speedup from GPU over a
single thread can go to 25× and beyond. In Figure 13, the speedup
curve for GPU climbs up quickly with the increase of design sizes.

C. Runtime Breakdown

Figure 14 examines the runtime breakdown of NTUplace3 (rep-
resenting sequential implementation), ABCDPlace with 20 threads
and with GPU on ISPD 2005 benchmarks. NTUplace3 runs the
local reordering and independent set matching steps twice and the
runtime breakdown is around half and half. ABCDPlace also runs
four steps, i.e., local reordering twice, independent set matching and
global swap once. The runtime breakdown maps for CPU and GPU are
similar. On CPU, independent set matching takes the largest portion,
while on GPU, local reordering is most time-consuming. On ISPD
2015 benchmarks, the runtime distribution is different, as shown in
Figure 15, where independent set matching takes the largest portion
of the runtime for both CPU and GPU.

We also plot the speedup of each individual step from multi-
threaded and GPUs over single-threaded execution, as shown in
Figure 14d. Here we use the single-threaded version of the proposed
concurrent algorithms as the baseline for fair comparison. With 10 and
20 threads, we can achieve around 5× speedup for local reordering
and global swap, as well as 3× speedup for independent set matching.
With GPU, the speedup can reach over 32× for local reordering, 22×
for global swap, and 19× for independent set matching.

Figure 16, 17, and 18 draw the runtime breakdown of each internal
step for concurrent independent set matching, global swap, and local
reordering, respectively.
• Concurrent independent set matching. The breakdown maps

have different flavors between multi-threaded CPU and GPU
implementation. Most of the efforts are spent on partitioning
and maximal independent set for CPU, while for GPU, LAP and
partitioning take the largest portions.

• Concurrent global swap. The breakdown maps for both
multi-threaded CPU and GPU are similar. One may note that
ApplyCand takes quite some portion of the runtime, because
that is the only step that has to run sequentially.

• Concurrent local reordering. There are only two steps for this
algorithm: an initialization step to compute the independent rows
and an iterative enumeration step. The initialization step is done
sequentially on CPU, while the enumeration step runs for two
iterations in Figure 18. With multi-threaded CPU, enumeration
takes over 99% of the runtime, while GPU implementation

significantly accelerates this part such that the portion of ini-
tialization becomes not negligible.

These breakdown maps for the concurrent algorithms show the
effectiveness of our acceleration techniques to speedup the critical
portions of the computation and achieve more balanced runtime
distribution of each step.

D. Clarification to the Combination of Placement Techniques

In all the experiments, we apply the placement techniques in the fol-
lowing sequence: local reordering, independent set matching, global
swap, and local reordering. It needs to be clarified that this com-
bination is empirically determined according to the experiments and
these techniques can be arbitrarily combined. Users are encouraged to
customize the combination according to their benchmarks. Intuitively,
it is better to interleave different techniques, as they explore different
solution spaces. Thus, we go through local reordering, independent set
matching, and global swap each once. Then, we find the wirelength
improvement mostly saturates after applying another round of local
reordering, so we choose the current combination for the experiments.

VII. CONCLUSION

We present ABCDPlace, an open-source batch-based acceleration
of detailed placement on multi-threaded CPUs and GPUs. We propose
efficient parallel algorithms for classic sequential detailed placement
techniques based on batch execution. The placer can achieve over
10× and 16× speedup with GPUs on ISPD 2005 contest benchmarks
and industrial benchmarks, respectively, without quality degradation.
The multi-threaded CPU version also achieves around 2 × −5×
speedup. For a 10-million-cell design, our placer is able to finish
within one minute on GPU, while it takes almost half an hour for
a sequential implementation like NTUplace3. Experiments on ISPD
2015 benchmarks also show that the placer has minimal overhead in
global routing congestion, even though routability is not explicitly
considered. We believe the parallelization strategies can shed lights
to accelerating other sequential design automation algorithms for fast
design closure.

In the future, there are many perspectives to further improve
ABCDPlace.
• Incorporate holistic optimization objectives such as routability,

timing, and multiple-row height cells.
• Better parallelization. Current speedup for CPU is still limited

and there is room to improve. We also consider to explore other
parallelization strategies such as diagonal partitioning.

• Incorporate more detailed placement techniques such as row-
based placement algorithms.

As an open-source project, ABCDPlace can provide an initial devel-
opment platform for efficient and effective placement engines.
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TABLE II: Comparison of runtime (in seconds) and HPWL with NTUplace3 [6] on ISPD 2005 contest benchmarks. “1T”, “10T”, and “20T”
denote single, 10, and 20 threads, respectively. “RT” denotes the core detailed placement runtime and “IO” denotes the file IO time.

Design #cells #nets Initial
HPWL

NTUplace3 ABCDPlace
Single thread 1T 10T 20T GPU

HPWL RT IO HPWL RT IO HPWL RT HPWL RT HPWL RT IO
adaptec1 211K 221K 74.35 73.28 25 3 73.23 38 6 73.21 11 73.21 10 73.21 3 13
adaptec2 254K 266K 83.22 82.14 32 4 82.03 44 7 82.03 15 82.03 18 82.05 4 14
adaptec3 451K 467K 199.01 193.98 59 7 193.32 96 12 193.21 24 193.21 22 193.47 7 21
adaptec4 495K 516K 178.28 174.40 68 7 174.41 94 13 174.41 25 174.41 25 174.49 6 23
bigblue1 278K 284K 90.18 89.44 35 4 89.46 47 8 89.45 15 89.45 14 89.43 4 15
bigblue2 535K 577K 139.46 136.76 95 8 136.92 97 15 136.92 24 136.92 23 137.00 6 25
bigblue3 1093K 1123K 310.91 303.98 148 15 304.14 196 28 304.17 59 304.17 57 304.46 10 43
bigblue4 2169K 2230K 751.08 743.75 354 34 744.46 369 61 744.42 91 744.42 80 744.35 16 88

ratio 1.017 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.330 1.000 0.380 1.000 0.369 1.000 0.091

The CPU results for the ISPD 2005 benchmarks were collected from a Linux server with a 20-core Intel Xeon E5-2650 v3 @ 2.3GHz. The GPU results
were collected from a Linux server with a 15-core Intel Xeon Silver 4110 CPU @ 2.1GHz CPU and an NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPU.

TABLE III: Comparison of runtime (in seconds) and HPWL with NTUplace3 [6] on industrial benchmarks. “RT” denotes the core detailed
placement runtime and “IO” denotes the file IO time.

Initial
HPWL

NTUplace3 ABCDPlace
Design #cells #nets Single thread 1T 10T 20T GPU

HPWL RT IO HPWL RT IO HPWL RT HPWL RT HPWL RT IO
design1 1329K 1389K 346.23 340.96 194 35 341.04 236 40 341.03 59 341.03 42 341.00 14 42
design2 1300K 1355K 281.45 275.79 203 33 275.63 232 41 275.64 56 275.64 41 275.56 13 43
design3 2246K 2276K 531.93 523.06 332 58 522.93 384 66 522.97 95 522.97 78 522.98 19 69
design4 1512K 1528K 459.49 454.14 233 41 453.97 292 47 453.99 65 453.99 51 453.91 15 49
design5 1306K 1364K 294.05 288.38 203 34 288.47 236 39 288.49 55 288.49 41 288.45 13 43
design6 10504K 10747K 2348.81 2346.33 1565 331 2348.64 1391 331 2348.65 442 2348.65 349 2348.34 58 350

ratio 1.014 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.137 1.000 0.283 1.000 0.215 1.000 0.059

The results for the industrial benchmarks were collected from a Linux server with a 20-core Intel E5-2698 v4 CPU @ 2.2GHz CPU and an NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPU.

TABLE IV: Comparison of runtime (in seconds), HPWL, and congestion with NTUplace4dr [44] on ISPD 2015 contest benchmarks. “1T”and
“20T” denote single and 20 threads, respectively. “RT” denotes the core detailed placement runtime and “IO” denotes the file IO time.

#cells #nets Initial
HPWL

Initial
Top5

Overflow

NTUplace4dr ABCDPlace 1T ABCDPlace 20T ABCDPlace GPU

HPWL Top5
Overflow RT HPWL Top5

Overflow RT IO HPWL Top5
Overflow RT HPWL Top5

Overflow RT IO

mgc des perf 1 113K 113K 1.22 64.97 1.19 63.89 76 1.16 63.17 27 3 1.16 63.32 6 1.16 62.58 5 9
mgc des perf a 108K 115K 2.47 74.45 2.44 73.14 91 2.37 71.53 45 3 2.37 71.54 9 2.37 71.59 5 9
mgc des perf b 113K 113K 2.02 72.44 2.00 71.71 80 1.95 70.68 42 3 1.95 70.22 9 1.95 70.51 5 10
mgc edit dist a 127K 134K 5.03 93.71 4.91 92.95 80 4.60 92.12 61 3 4.60 91.97 12 4.62 92.13 6 10

mgc fft 1 32K 33K 0.46 61.59 0.46 61.87 22 0.44 59.08 3 1 0.44 59.39 1 0.44 59.36 2 8
mgc fft 2 32K 33K 0.48 55.20 0.48 55.10 28 0.48 54.76 2 1 0.48 55.00 1 0.48 54.78 1 6
mgc fft a 31K 32K 0.65 36.91 0.64 36.07 34 0.63 35.53 3 1 0.63 35.54 2 0.63 35.59 2 8
mgc fft b 31K 32K 0.86 53.84 0.85 53.19 26 0.84 52.87 3 1 0.84 52.80 1 0.84 52.86 1 7

mgc matrix mult 1 155K 159K 2.30 73.71 2.27 73.43 61 2.21 72.85 27 4 2.21 72.53 6 2.21 72.77 3 10
mgc matrix mult 2 155K 159K 2.28 73.87 2.25 73.44 65 2.21 72.66 26 4 2.21 72.24 7 2.21 72.37 3 10
mgc matrix mult a 150K 154K 3.37 49.04 3.33 48.62 87 3.32 48.49 24 4 3.32 48.48 5 3.32 48.51 3 11
mgc matrix mult b 146K 152K 3.67 49.80 3.63 49.29 69 3.61 48.81 30 4 3.61 48.79 7 3.61 48.88 5 11
mgc matrix mult c 146K 152K 3.51 48.84 3.47 48.22 69 3.46 48.09 27 4 3.46 48.03 6 3.46 48.11 5 11
mgc pci bridge32 a 30K 34K 0.47 41.74 0.47 41.52 25 0.47 40.49 5 1 0.47 40.75 2 0.46 40.28 4 7
mgc pci bridge32 b 29K 33K 0.70 35.90 0.69 35.38 23 0.67 34.40 7 1 0.67 34.48 3 0.68 34.49 5 7
mgc superblue11 a 926K 936K 39.67 58.69 38.99 57.64 4297 38.41 57.04 874 30 38.41 57.08 102 38.42 57.05 31 40
mgc superblue12 1287K 1293K 35.52 79.28 34.76 78.84 1805 34.09 78.08 700 41 34.10 78.12 90 34.10 78.08 24 46
mgc superblue14 612K 620K 25.41 70.31 24.85 67.76 751 24.19 66.30 933 20 24.20 66.52 115 24.22 66.53 35 26

mgc superblue16 a 680K 697K 31.24 97.45 30.34 94.24 746 29.17 90.24 831 22 29.16 90.20 86 29.25 90.55 30 27
mgc superblue19 506K 512K 17.45 65.08 17.13 64.55 967 16.97 63.80 287 16 16.97 63.88 41 16.99 64.01 14 22

ratio 1.015 1.013 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.979 0.984 0.412 0.979 0.985 0.084 0.979 0.984 0.061

The CPU results for the ISPD 2015 benchmarks were collected from a Linux server with a 20-core Intel Xeon E5-2650 v3 @ 2.3GHz. The GPU results were collected from a Linux server with a 14-core
Intel Xeon E5-2690 v4 @ 2.6GHz and an NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPU.
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Fig. 13: The trend of speedup over single thread with design sizes. “T” stands for threads on CPU.
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Fig. 14: Runtime breakdown of ISPD 2005 benchmarks for (a) single-threaded NTUplace3, (b) ABCDPlace with 20 threads and (c) with
GPU. (d) Speedup of each step with number of threads on bigblue4.
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